Age of the competitors: Day of the tournament
Proof of Age : Competitors must have proof of age.
If there is a legitimate reason to question a competitor’s age, he/she must provide proof of age.
belt levels : Beginner: White-Yellow / Intermediate: Orange - purple - green /Advanced :Blue-Red-Brown
Take note: If in your school, the green belt is equivalent to a blue belt, please choose the advanced division.
Rank :

The competitors can compete at a higher level but can never compete at a lower level.

Uniform:
Forms : Full top and bottom competition uniform. Korean form :A full Black or White uniform.
Fighting :T-shirts will be allowed if they represent a school or a team
Mandatory Equipment :
Head gear, hand pads (closed), safety kicks, shin pads, mouth piece and jock strap (boys & men)
Equipment must be in good condition and fit appropriately. Fingers and toes cannot be found protruding from the hand or footgear.
chest pad and face shield allowed. Shoes like ringstar are not allowed
Weight-In:
Competitors must fight in their correct weight division.They cannot fight down in another weight division
Coaches :
One coach per competitor, in the ring. The coach may not interfere with the referees decision.
Match length and points:
Black belt fighting & Team fighting black belt : 2 minutes: total points, 2 points difference.
Team fighting underbelt: 2 minutes, total points
Fighting underbelt : 2 minutes total points or 7 points to win.
Superfight: 2 rounds of 2 minutes In final: 2 rounds of 2 minutes
Tie: 1 min. overtime. Another tie: first point win.
1 point
Hand technique
Kick to the body

2 points
Sweep follow by hand technique
kick to the head
Jump kick to the body

3 points
Jump kick to the head

Warnings and Penalties :
Running out of the ring, intentionally falling, illegal techniques and unsportsmanlike behavior.
Each fighter can have 2 warning. Third warning it's minus one point.
Fourth warning ends by disqualification of the competitor, with no refund.

Sparring Matches :
Once the division has started, the head referee will collect the cards, the order of the fighting will be randomly selected.
If there are to many participant in the division, the promoter will decide if they separate the division by height.
Protest :
Any complaints should be made immediately and respectfully. A competitor may be penalized if the complaint is made in a disrespectful way.

